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1. The Highway Landscape 

Ugly roads are often taken to be one price 
of civilization, like sewers or police. The 
boring, chaotic, disoriented roadscape seems 
to be the natural habitat of that useful but 
awkward monster, the American automobile. 
From this point of view, we spend too much 
of our lives in the car. It would be better to 
arrange cities so that everyone could walk to 
work, or to let automatic devices take the 
wheel, so that we could pull the shades and 
watch TV. 

The authors take a different position: road-
watching is a delight, and the highway is— 
or at least might be—a work of art The view 
from the road can be a dramatic play of space 
and motion, of light and texture, all on a new 
scale. These long sequences could make our 
vast metropolitan areas comprehensible: the 
driver would see how the city is organized, 
what it symbolizes, how people use it. how it 
relates to him. To our way of thinking, the 
highway is the great neglected opportunity in ' 
city design. 

The first highway designers were railway 
men. who learned their trade when grades 
were flat and alignments straight, when the 
surrounding landscape was an obstacle to 
overcome, and cost, power, and safety were 
questions far too urgent to allow thought for 
looks. Only the engine driver had to watch the 
view, and he was paid for his trouble. This 

attitude is still widespread, even among high

way users, who bear with resignation the 
vacant hours of commutation. 

The Golden Gate 1 

Highways have special visual qualities if we 
consider them as art. We will discuss them 
from the standpoint of the driver and his 
passengers, ignoring the issue of how the 
highway looks from the outside. We will also 
restrict ourselves to the limited-access high
way in the city, although much of our material 
will be applicable to other roads. We make 
this restriction because urban highways seem 
to pose the greetest problems and to promise 
the richest visual returns. 
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2 A simple organized sequence in the approach to 
a Japanese shrine (Goshojinja. Kamakura) Come 
upon obliquely, the entrance gate stands alone, then 
reveals the path ahead and some distant steps 

as an intermediate goal Recurrent statues mark one s 

forward progress, and the steps develop into a double 

flight, partly In shade Midway through this double 

flight, above and beyond a light screen the final goal 
appears obliquely once mora A small replica of 

the entrance gate frames the shrine, and behind this 
begins another sequence Rhythmic succession, 
progressiva revelation, continuity, recall. 

The Highway Experience 
II the highway is a work ol art. what are the 
raw materlala of that art. and what are Ita 
principles? The sensation of driving a car ia 
primarily one of motion and space, felt in a 
continuous sequence. Vision, rather than 
sound or smell, is the principal sense. 
Touch is a secondary contributor to the 
experience, via the response of the car to 
hands and feet. The sense of spatial sequence 

2 Is like that of large-ecala architecture: the 
3 continuity and insistent temporal flow are 
4 akin to music and the cinema. The kinesthetic 

sensations are like those of the dance or the 
( amusement park, although rarely so violent. 

These are all arts and situations from which 
the highway designer may begin to learn hit 

technique. 

While the road makes a dynamic impression 
on the driver and his passengers, it also exists 

• as a static, bulky object in the landscape, a 
substantial piece of the urban scene for those 
who live eiong Its borders. This presents a 
two-faced problem, much as if a theatrical 

7 designer had to be concerned with the visual 
• form of his backstage apparatus. However 

important, it is a problem that we will not 
consider here. 

Even among the users of the road, there are 
several different kinds of audience. The 
tourist sees the landscape with a fresh eye: 
he attaches relatively few personal meanings 
to it. but is urgently engaged in orienting him
self within it. The commuter, or other habitual 
user of the road, is more likely to Ignore 
larger landscape features in favor of activities, 

new objects, or the moving traffic of the road. 

The driver must watch the scene constantly: 
his vision is confined to a narrow forward 
angle and focuses on the events in the road 
itself. His passenger is freer to look or not to 
look, has a wider angle of vision, and is not 
necessarily concerned with immediate traffic. 
Both driver end passenger ara likely to be an 
inattentive audience, whether through the 
compulsion lo wetch only a small part ol the 
scene, or conversely through the very 
freedom to let attention wander. They may 

b0 partially preoccupied with conversa

tion. squabbling among the children, or 

privateyvorries. , 

yaudtoo 

Yet at the same time both are a captive jggs. vision 
audience who cannot avoid remarking » . , ,u-
if only subconsciously wet which prOVI 
events of a sc^ g means of directing 3t'en i 

dangerous there is an undertone ol ris . 

"which may be fearful or stimulating. 

9 The modern car interposes a filter between 

the driver and the world ha-

,ess opportunity to stop. 

'citations. 

»v-*u « 
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leave the highway at intermediate points. orQ 
even if these points are as limited in number 

as they are on a superhighway. The sequence 

must therefore be interruptible. 

The driving experience can now be described 
as being a sequence played to the eyes of a 
captive, somewhat fearful, but partially in

attentive audience, whose vision is filtered 
and directed forward. It is a sequence which 
must be long, yet reversible and interruptible. 

This sequence is made up of many elements; 
it is convenient to group them according to a 
presumed progression in the process of visual 
perception. The incoming light rays evoke 
immediate perceptions of intensity and color, 
of textures, motions, and outlines. These per
ceptions are organized into identifiable 

objects, which are then interpreted as moving 
in space. The observer locates these moving 
objects and spaces in a total structure, orient
ing himself with regard to the i^orld around 

him. In addition, he reads meanings into this 

world. When perceived over an extended 
period of time, these identifiable objects, 
motions, spaces, oriented structures, and 
meanings are organized at an even higher 
level as complex sequences. 

Perception does not in fact operate in such 
neatly divisible successive steps. The proc
esses are highly interrelated and may be 
occurring simultaneously. But this analysis 
singles out the fundamental actions, and 
arranges them by successive levels of organ

ization. It makes a convenient framework for 

discussing the highway experience, using the 

conclusions and speculations which arose 
from the studies described in Chapter 3. 

igg 

7.8 Looking at a highway and looking out from it at the same points 
(see arrow in Fig 6) 
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The Elements of Attention 
Let us look first at the kinds of identifiable 
elements which capture the attention of a 
front-seat passenger It Is clear that these 
objects occupy a rather limited part of the 
potential visual field Along one route on 
which reactions were tested by us. two-thirds 
of all objects sighted were straight ahead, 
and only one-third were to either the right or 

left Even then, almost all things seen to the 
side of the road were obliquely forward rather 
than perpendicular or backward to the line of 
travel On another very open and straight
forward route, one-half of all sightings were 
straight ahead The view of the passenger, as 
well as that of the driver, is strongly focused 

to Tipping and pointing the road is a powerful 
way of directing his attention. On New York's 
West Side Drive, for example, observers 
noted that the focus of attention regularly 
switched from side to side as the road wove 
back and forth. 
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11 hiP tUfns to the ro- - This is the 

moment iur visual revelations, when one is 

sure of an audience attentive to large effects. 

to large effects. 

But all this is modified bv th0 * 

the vehicle is traveling A.; f Which 

attention i, confeJZ *"P"d 

angle since cnm narrower forward 

further ahead. As nMrob!* mUSf ̂  pred,cted 

rapidly, they are hardP '6Cts rush Past rnore 
'•on may shTfZ Z J° 3nd ««<>"-

more stable elements La'd"' ̂  rela,'ve,V 

clusters rather than singly larger sd^ ̂  
bigger land forms take mm 1 sPaces and 

decision, such as at the beginni- nt' dre 

ramp. The details of the obi^ jr P°'n,s of con' 

the ramp from the main ro ur when ,he space ls 

very large in the driver s • ° °ne ,a''S 

j- cl Jproach the road closely 
,S dmark/an apparent sidewall. can

yon. or tunnel, nor does he miss any overhead 

13 structure, such as a bridge, however, momen-
14 tary its appearance. Can any driver be igno

rant of his passage under the George Wash

ington Bridge, or his entrance into the Holland 

Tunnel? These are all opportunities for visual 
emphasis that will claim attention despite a 

~ i »iii '-<"=iraction The silhouette of 
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18 the apparent rotation of near objects around 
far objects, the seeming outward radiation 
detail and textures from the point dead 

of rar ooiecis. ine seeming out 
19 detail and textures from the point dead 
20 ahp-H. and the illusion of growth as objects 

very elevated hig. " " dlrection are gauged 

alignment which have ba. ' '»• 

Such a sensation may be a re..- « - •-
lude. or as an opportunity to see things of 

special interest. But our superhighways can 

induce sleep, frustration, or excessive speed 

simply because of this long-continued visua 

torpor, this apparent inability to reach a goal. 

21 Objects might therefore be placed along the 

road simply to reassure the driver about h s 

real motion, or even to accentuate his real 

motion, if it is desirable that he slow down. 

Perhaps most frustrating of all is a sense of 

local aimless movement (as in humping up 

and down), when it is coupled with hts lack 

of apparent forward progression in the larger 

landscape. 

Conversely, where the near environment has 

22 many ̂  articulated obiects. the senssuon 

may be one of great velocity, so that the ap 

parent speed at 30 miles per hour on a nar

row forest road may be much greater than at 

60 miles per hour on a wide open freeway. 

Thinos oassina overhead are esoec.allv re-

Conversely. where the near environment has 
22 many highly articulated obiects the sensation 

may be one of great velocity, so that the ap
parent speed at 30 miles per hour on a nar

row forest road may be much greater than at 
60 miles per hour on a wide open freeway. 
Things passing overhead are especially re

markable. but the detail close at hand—at the 
roadway edge or on the pavement—is also 
effective the textured walls of a cut. the 
rhythm of lights, pickets or telephone poles. 

2* or the passage of pavement joints or patterns 

underneath. All of these, according to their 
frequency and closeness, reinforce the sense 
of speed Apparent speed also seems to be 

23 A heightened on the downgrade or on a sharp 
23 8 turn, while tempo slackens going upward 

Thus a curving dip occurring where speed-
marking detail becomes close and frequent 
will impart a doubled sense of velocity, and 

vice versa. 

satisfactory if 
rally but vis-
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D. it should 

if it sinks. 

T or be 
If the 
••thing or 

V it di-
..nettling. These 

~ —. ...u.ion, make it explicit and 
seemingly easier to perform. Although they 
may be relatively insignificant in size, they are 
crucial in the driver's view. 
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The Sense of Space ' 
The visual field Is interpreted not only as 
series of remote views, or a collection of ob
jects In motion, but also as a space, a void 
within which the observer can move. 
visually or physically. The basic sensation of 
space is one of confinement and of the di
mensions of that confinement. But this sensa
tion may be modified in many ways: by space 

t 38 form or its proportions, by the character 
of the defining elements or objects In the 
space, by the position of the observer. One 
can be low down in a concave shape, or high 

up in a convex one A space can be narrow 
or wide, with solid or jagged, opaque, netted, 
or transparent walls. It may open out in 
front or to the side. 

- —'••inn is modified by the speed at 
vv,u*»«wiwt oui,<j JaMwo 

or transparent walls. I, may oZZlWn 
front or to the side. fen out in 

»VM,, 

The sensation is modified by the sn»^ . 
which one is traveling, so that an on 
which is readable at 60 mil . penin9 
less and vast at 3 m i u "" h°Ur is ,orm-°<iu vast at d miles an hour q.v̂  i . 
perception is affected by the circum ^' 

V under whirh tho A- • c,rcumstances 
\hi ' hlch the r,ver '8 moving: a road 

wh ch is open at the sides may seem nit* 

De an uncomfortable sensR of 
Off. Moving a, 

driver needs constant assurance thai he 

IndTha^h9 hiS Pr°Per P°Si,ion in sP«ce âssasssr̂ -
intrude upon it. 

finally bursts out intu ...v .IN. the 
road in Philadelphia's Fairmount Park and the 

Rockefeller Parkway in Cleveland share a 

simple effect of this kind: the repetitive ex

perience of passing under a succession of 

bridges, each of different quality. The East 
^iver Drive in New York City subjects the 

er to a dramatic series of riverside spaces. 

•ogressing from open to sidehill. to tunnel. 
open-walled tunnel, to cut and sidehill 
in. Such a sequence can be a thrilling one. 

I 



t Goal APPWch • uation. the driver is 
V A, the next level of org jonal image ol h's 

engaged in bu.ld.na ng himseli «*, 
environment, and d ecl sense, move 
Z image- in the ol a succession . 

ment along the roadio.n a(e lhe p,om 
Ol approaches to aoa>* ^ ̂  which the ob-

, inant landmarks o attains. and passe 
server moves toward' ' ) inal destination. 
bY. or which represe ^ progiess and fore-

. £SS5SSSSS' 
' - ssaspw-er 'I 

, overlap: a 
me'"1 ' Kdij a whole series ol nearby 

rfoals while he is still within sight ol a more 
••4 C distant one. ( 

On the Northeast Expressway approaching 
Boston, as one goal is attained, the following 
one is already in sight. The approach interval 
is roughly the same for each, and this pro
vides a basic rhythm. Within these intervals 
are several smaller approaches, and overlap
ping them are two longer ones indicating the 
final goal. In a similar way. the towers of 
Manhattan indicate the eventual destination 
of the New Jersey Turnpike, which is mean
while maneuvering through a monumental in
dustrial landscape. There is a pleasurable 
tension, on both roads, between the persist
ent view of the distant goal and the succes

sion of events that pass along the immediate 
roadside. 

These goals may be disappointing, however, 
if they are not visibly attained. On the North
east Expre?' HiM is satisfying be-

c„ ••""0So"«^^nd passed 

46 MaeL- "V. But 

e"ilemem* (The mav»<fd toth, 

""•a i, "» X>1« „• 

. 'ensity. But where a din J °r 3 new in" 

,he main landmarks and th b'°tS out 

reveals nothing new thP f?,rreturn ,0 view 

^ointment. Sim,iarlvTt 006 of dis' 

when the Central Arterv h an,idima* 

e Jie" of Boston at North sf? the 

" °'th. >Bp,„,ch 

,h« Sosion n,d Seem.' waywhich 

;•"» th. Mystic River Briri*8 3 " 
thr°ugh a hill. The railr ^ °r ,0 cut 

. " ' ,hrouga.M...l°!d3pp^toMan-
^ ~ U i| ̂  

hattan from the east, over the HMrvj.*.. 

Bridge, has a similar quality: the train sweeps 

in a wide arc around the Manhattan towers, 
approaching them indirectly. 
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Orientation 
Bayond the sense of direct progression to a 
goal, the driver and his passengers are orient-

Ing themselves In the general environment, 
locating its principal features and discovering 
their own position with reletlon to them. In ° 
part this Is a practical, and In part an esthetic, 
activity. Finding a way through the Intricacies 
of a modern city is a demanding performance, 
and one cannot depend entirely upon such 
conventional aids as directional signs, at least 
not without some emotional insecurity. When 
not aware of general location with respect to 

the landscape, a driver is likely to make mis
takes and is sura to be under stress.* 

In addition, there is a positive pleasure in 

being able to recognize the urban scene and 
to fit it together." * The fast highway is a new 
means for making the structure of our vast 
cities comprehensible to the eye. If con
sciously designed for the purpose, they could 
present the city aa a vivid and well-ordered 
image. 

The shapelessness of central Boston, as pre
sented to the driver approaching via the 
Mystic River Bridge. Is disappointing, end the 
frequent periods of orientation blindness are 
disquieting. New York's East River Drive, on 

the other hand, is satisfying just because it is 
so visibly located along the river at the very 
edge of a great city. 

The image of the highway itself may also be 
clarified. Successive sections may be visibly 
differentiated so that they can be recognized 
as distinct parts. Thus the motorist can see 
that he is "in the hilly part." as well as "ap
proaching the center." The general alignment 
may ba made to appear as a simple geometric 
form. Continuities of edge, surface, or rhythm 
may ba used. Typical sequences and gradi
ents may ba developed, and the sequence in 
one direction may be made recognizably dif
ferent from the sequence in the other. The 
road ahead may be exposed, and strategic 
points may be articulated. The form of inter
sections may be clarified, so that turning de
cisions become self-evident, and the shape is 
congruent with the principal flow of traffic. 

Applications of many of these ideas are illus

trated in the imaginary designs in Chapter 4. 

Even where the general images of the city 

and the highway have been clarified and their 

interrelation established, there still remains 

the difficult task of linking the road to its im

mediate environs. This is most crucial where 

the driver is about to make the transition to 

48 the local landscape of streets and buildings. 

The highway and the city street are two 
separate worlds, mysteriously connected, and 

coming off the ramp of a modern highway is 
ii "v a moment of severe disorientation. 

The hiy^uld be carefully connecter"' 

separate «n they are leadinn • jrn highway is 

coming oH the ' ̂"^severe disorientation. 
usually a moment of cQnnected t0 the 
Bamps sho.uldbe w; th0 

visual destination Y hap, 
transition must be might t» 
prolonged. For example-P ̂  ̂  ̂ 

rather long. Pro»ec^ directed toward their 
some distance an ^ ^ other hand " 

. are the most crucial 

While the »ccesS potion must be achieved, 
points at which co gQm0 genera lit 

the highway ̂ Jape through wh.ch£« 
with the local la m mean paying 

fl«ing- >n the C,W' • , ,he surface streets, 
tention to the "8^° m0St be n^etol^ 

e a s T y W h , l e  ̂  mm 
and unusable P'eces .°hway image and 
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destination. On-ramps. on 
when short, if they run p 

be clear even v -ntared. 
to the expressway being 
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Meaning k t0 f,nd meaning,n 

FinalW thethe visible obiectsV 

,t. plMM" P'0'""",VctWUV ol B«>°" ' 
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, v 0t various lane • u(ban high-

way. °r 10 ,.ao)ng. maybe tore 

fabric by »and ning>essness. 
roads.de to dull mean «|oh> iuti|h. 

roaosiae to dull meaninglessness. 

Would it ba possible to use the highway as a 

means of education, a way of making the 

driver aware ol the function, history, and hu
man values of his world? Tha highway could 

'• SI be a linear exposition, running by the vital 
centers, exposing the working parts, picking 

out the symbols fend the historical landmarks. 
Signs might ba used for something more than 
giving directions or pressing a sale. They 
could point out the meaning of the scene: 
what is produced there, who lives there, how 
it grew, what it stands for. Even where they 
are used as advertisements, they may be 
grouped or controlled to enhance environ
mental meaning: advertisements may be 
lavored which relate to the building they are 
attached to. or which herald the approach 

) ! of some facility or service. Local broadcasts 

' might be made to explain the history or func

tion ol an area, or even the local news, to the 

passer-by. 
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T X he outdoor electric-light spectacular, which would transform city cen
ters all over the world into nighttime wonderlands of kinetic excitement, was 
born in the Chicago Columbian Exposition of 1893. Thomas Alva Edison had 
made this possible through his invention in 1879 of the first commercially 
practical incandescent lamp. By the early 1880s he had developed all of the 
equipment and techniques for a complete electrical distribution system, 
leading to the first electric-light power plant in the world, on Pearl Street in 
New York City By 1900, electricity was flowing into nearly 1,500 incandes
cent lamps arrayed on the narrow front of the Flatiron Building to form 
America's first electrically lighted outdoor advertising sign. After that, in
candescent signage was to grow rapidly in public acceptance. 

Neon, which was to play a very important part m urban nocturnal specta
cles, was introduced to the United States in 1923. By virtue of its flexible 
luminosity neon could produce effects beyond the capacity of earlier light 
sources. It could create startling silhouettes, whether of figures or letters, in a 
range of color combinations that seemed infinite. In an advertising brochure 
of Claude Neon, the French firm of Georges Claude that held a virtual 
monopoly on neon tube manufacture in its early years, neon-tubes were 
described as "the latest and most artistic forms of electrical advertising and 
illumination. The light given is continuous, very distinctive, and peculiarly 
attractive. It has been described as a 'living flame."' A European hybrid of art 
and technology neon's elegance and refinement came from France, then 
the undisputed international arbiter of taste. However, neon soon became 
symbolic of American energy and inventiveness, its Continental roots giving 
rise to a spectacular flowering of American showmanship in the late 1920s 
and early 1930s. More recently other countries expressed a sense of exu
berant vitality and prosperity in the lavish use of neon illumination. 

Like several other art forms of modern times, neon was first a scientific 
process and creation. Its history really began in 1683, when Otto von 
Guericke of Magdeburg obtained light from the discharge of a static-
electricity device. Some twenty-six years later Francis Hawksbee, in his 
book Physico-Mechanical Experiments, described how he had produced 
light by shaking up a vacuum tube filled with mercury A similar experiment 
was conducted in 1744 by Johann Hemrich Winkler, a professor of physics at 
Leipzig, who also heat-bent a tube to form a name. 

The first prototype of the modern luminous tube did not appear until over 
a hundred years later. In 1856 Hemrich Geissler experimented with a sealed 
low-pressure tube m which he produced light using a high-voltage alternat
ing current. Later experiments by Geissler, and still later ones by Michael 
Faraday and William Crookes in England, showed that all gases or vapors 
are capable of carrying a current but that some can produce light even 
more efficiently than incandescent lamps. 



When Claude began his experiments, his aim was a cheap high-quality 
method of producing oxygen, then much in demand by hospitals and for 
oxyacetylene welding. In the process, however, he found himself with 
sizable quantities of leftover rare gases. Searching for a way to utilize these 
byproducts, he came across a Moore tube. By filling such tubes with neon 
and bombarding them with electricity he achieved a clear intense red; with 
argon he produced a grayish blue. He then found that by coating the interior 
surface of the glass he could mcrease the range of his basic colors. 

In 1910 Claude drew considerable attention by exhibiting at the Grand 
Palais in Paris a sign that employed neon gas. Five years later he received a 
patent for an electrode possessing high resistance to corrosion. This inven-
lon, simpler and far more practical than Moore's gas-supply valve, removed 
the final obstacle to widespread use of tube lighting. 

The Artkraft Sign Company of Lima, Ohio, 
about to deliver and install an outdoor 
sign for Fngidaire in 1929. Lima produced 
most of the neon clocks in this country, and 
may well be the only town with a street 
actually named "Neon Street.". 



"Rite-N-Neon" Genuine NEON Sign 

Now! You Can "Write Your Own" M essage 

In NEON GLOW 

On This Striking, Brilliantly 

Illuminated Genuine Neon Sign 

Change Copy at Will 
With Lettering Kit Supplied 

Visible NEON Tube Compels Attention 

to Copy and Window 

Message Appears Illuminated in Brilliant Fiery Red 
Now! A genuine RITE-N-NEON .sign. The only sign on the market 

today having the double feature of a VISIBLE NEON TUBE, which 

through its brilliance, compels attention and illuminates the entire 

show window, and permits the owner te WRITE HIS OWN MES

SAGE. This miraculous discovery makes the RITE-N-NEON sign 

adaptable to every line of business, for all the owner need do is 

write his message on the plate glass background and the vivid, genu

ine NEON tube reflects through the edges to illuminate it and give 

it the appearance of having been written in the brilliant NEON tube 

itself. Never before have you been offered such a sign with such 

a multitude of uses and at such a price. Every store and business 

should have one to display specials, to direct patrons or for institu

tional copy. RITE-N-NEON signs are backed by a company having 

years of experience in genuine NEON tube manufacture, hence 

they are guaranteed absolutely perfect. 

Frame of Aluminum for Lightness 

Beautifully Finished in Genuine Black 
Kristokrack and Highly Polished 
Aluminum —Size I7"x20'/2" 

Copy Change Easy as A B C 

See Reverse Side for Specifications and Guarantee 

LIMA, OHIO NEON PRODUCTS, INC. 
Originators, Designers and Manufacturers of Neon Advertising Specialties 

BULLETIN No. 11? 

earty 1930s brochure for "Rite-N-Neon.' 

Claude saw neon lamps as a source of general indoor and outdoor 
j^ununation, superior to the incandescent bulb. It was a Claude associate, 
jjCc!Ues Fonseque, who recognized the potential of neon for advertising and 
^ determined the course of the medium's use for the next sixty years. In 
2 Fonseque sold the world's first neon advertising sign to a small barber 

S'°P called Palais Coiffeur on the Boulevard Montmartre A year later a 
, °re spectacular neon sign, the first installed on a roof, lit up the Paris sky 
^ three-and-a-half-foot white letters spelling CINZANO. The main en-

ariCe °f the Paris Opera was illuminated with a Claude Neon construction 
919. The neon of this period had been characterized by a juxtaposition 

Below: A 1935 pnce list for "Silhouettes 
ArtistiquesLuminescentes"by the Novilux 
Company of Pans. The company sold 
stock designs and also "silhouettes" to 
order. 

Tout autre modele sera efudie a la demande 
aux memes prix que ci-dessous 

Maquette sans engagement 

N O V I L U X  

TYPES SPECIAUX 

En bl«u : 625.  •  
En blancro**: 725. i 750. » En blanc ro««: 725. » 700. 

Autres modeles : 

Fleur deux couleurs (bleu, vert): 790 - Mannequin reduit 50 / 760 

N O V I L U X  

TYPES A (1.70 a 2 m. de tube) 

Quelques examples: 

Frs 650 

Autres 

modeles: 

Paropluie ouvert, Ciseaux. Gant, Poisson. Escargot, etc.. etc. 

TYPES B 11 m. 25 d I m.60 de tube) . Frs 585 
? Quelques exemples: 

NOVILUX 

TYPES C iformes geometnques I 50 de tube) Frs 490 
av«c port«-obj«t 

NJOVIL.UX 

Les prix ci-dessus s'entenaent pour tuD^s de couleur bleue ou rouge, 

pour vert maioration de 10 

ENSEIGNES EXTERIEURES 



"TheEmpire has reappeared on the fateful 
hills of Rome," Milan, late 1930s. Benito 
Mussolini used neon to proclaim the new 
'mpenalism of his Fascist state. Every 
large Italian city had neon signs erected 
by the government. Albert Speer in Inside 
he Third Reich had plans that "along the 

Grand Boulevard neon signs were to be 
employed profusely." 

of orange-red (neon-filled) letters against scintillating green metal 
backgrounds, but the Opera sign boldly combined orange (clear red) and 
blue tubing to create an effect that came to be known as couleur Op£ra. 

It was in this color combination that neon was first seen in the United 
States. In 1923 a Los Angeles car dealer named Earle C. Anthony visited 
Paris and met the enterprising Fonseque. As a result, neon came to Califor
nia in the form of two identical blue-bordered signs with the single word 
PACKARD spelled out in orange neon letters. The signs literally stopped 
traffic m Los Angeles, which upset the police. One sign is still functioning, 
having outlived the Packard automobile. 

But Claude Neon would not have become an important international 
organization had it depended solely on chance visits from abroad. The 
means undertaken for expansion was an early form of franchising, which 
was made possible by Claude's patent on the long-life electrode. After an 
unsuccessful attempt to sell G.E. an exclusive license, Claude Neon in 1924 
began offering territorial licenses outside France. They were bought 
throughout the world, but nowhere in such numbers as in the United States. 
Soon there were licensees m New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and Boston, among other cities. Each agreed to 
pay $100,000 plus royalties for their franchises. 

RKO Theatre, 1937. Note the interchange
able neon letters on the marquee. 
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A Parisian spectacular of 1930 at the Garedu Nord for the new Pans-Liege Express. Bulbs 
Mated the belching smoke and the speeding wheels. It was conceived and executed by Paz & 

offshoot of Claude Neon. 

e' A landmark when it was installed at the corner of the Champs Elysees and Rue Pierre 
n m 1930, this was one of the earliest Claude Neon displays. Three hundred meters of 

1 used m this sign which was addressed to English-speaking viewers. 

1 0rn the beginning there were problems with infringements. As the 
of neon spread, small one-man shops proliferated. Owing to the 

fragility they did not ship well, so even small towns began to have a 
for neon shops. Still, Claude's monopoly held up well throughout the 
'®- In 1927, out of a total of 750 neon signs in New York City 611 had been 

• by Claude Neon Lights, Inc. Nor were these signs for local businesses 
1 York Times ad of October 18, 1927, the company published a 

_ 18 nationwide customers, which included Remington typewriters, Loft 



candies, American Radiator Company Eveready batteries, Packard, 
Willys-Knight, Scientific American, Standard Oil, Burroughs adding 
machines, and Lucky Strike cigarettes. Even in the year of the stock market 
crash of 1929, Claude Neon Lights, Inc., reported annual sales of nine million 
dollars out of a total market of eleven million dollars, a forty-percent increase 
over the previous year. 

It was not the subsequent Great Depression that ultimately brought down 
Claude's empire but the expiration of its patents. Even before the key patent 
for the long-life electrode expired in 1932, bootleg neon sign-makers had 
proliferated. All it really took to get started in the business was one compe
tent ex-employee of Claude Neon. Raiding and spying on competitors 
became commonplace. The attendant secrecy and paranoia of the period 
continue to characterize the electric-sign industry to this day even under 
threat of common extinction. 

The 1930s were years of great creativity for neon, a period when many 
design and animation techniques were developed. Mass-produced neon 
signs were still years off, and nearly every sign display was a "first" that 
extended the range of the medium's graphic possibilities. Men like O.J. 
Gude and, in particular, Douglas Leigh took neon advertising further than 
Georges Claude and his associates had ever envisioned. Leigh, who con
ceived and created the archetypal Times Square spectacular, ex
perimented with displays that incorporated smells, fog, and sounds as part 
of their total effect. Always sensitive to the relationship between signs and 
adjacent architecture, he developed plans m which elements of the build-
ing's shape would be a silhouette of the product or logo to be neonized. 
Much of the visual excitement of Times Square in the thirties was a result of 
Sigh's genius as a kinetic and luminal artist. 

The Chicago Century of Progress Exposition (1933-34) proved to be of 
special importance in the history of neon (as were subsequent fairs m Paris 
® 1937 and New York in 1939). Fifty-five-foot cascades of green and blue light 
followed the horseshoe-shaped contours of the Electrical Building, and 
fountains threw up soaring jets of water, drawing color from submerged 
toninous tubes. One Chicago shop alone produced some 40,000 feet of 
^ng for the electric display at the Exposition, which was designed by 
Joseph Urban, a Viennese-born architect and scenic designer. Unfortu-
nately economic conditions in the thirties did not permit a large-scale 
^^nsfer of these lighting effects to general use. However, on the exteriors of 
rtl°vie palaces neon did come into its glory providing a colorfully glowing 
Station to fantasyland, extending the delights withm to the streets outside, 
^es joy in gomg to the movies became inseparably associated with neon. 

Up to the beginning of World War II the demand for neon seemed likely to 
eeP growing forever. But neon display artists like Leigh and Gude were too 

few to prevent the proliferation of poorly designed signs. Neon's more 

This neon "step-in" created a sensation at 
the 1938 annual banquet of the Advertis
ing Club in Baltimore. 

An advertising page from Signs of the 
Times. 

^uent patrons, the large corporations, gradually withdrew their support as 
the Medium seemed to contribute less to their public images. Smaller 
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ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
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An ear/y American fusion of incandes-
* its and neon. 

companies and stores could afford only the simplest of designs, and neon 
shops began to emphasize efficiency of production over good design. 
Gradually "one-of-a-kind" ingenuity disappeared as increased standardiza
tion took hold. 

As economy became increasingly important to an industry that had seen 
better days, maintenance began to suffer, even though it was these mainte
nance contracts that had provided a steady source of revenue. The result 
was that many street signs barely functioned, their units dead or sputtering. 
Eventually and not always without reason, localities began passing ordi
nances restricting the use of neon. In 1939, ninety-five percent of all 
electric-sign companies still had their own m-house designer. Very few 
companies today—perhaps less than several dozen—have a design de
partment, and those that do often have no one who is familiar enough with 
neon to design with it. 

Following World War II, plastic and fluorescent lamp manufacturers 
began promotmg Plexiglas shadow boxes with fluorescent lighting behind 
lettering and graphics. Available in a wide range of colors, they proved 
popular as the "New Look" in signage; neon was disparaged as old-
fashioned. Selling directly to the consumer, and for the most part bypassing 
the electric-sign industry entirely these manufacturers dealt an all-but-fatal 
blow to neon in the 1950s. Stores with illuminated Plexiglas fronts prolifer
ated, and neon, if used at all, was reduced to tracing the insides of vacuum-
formed letters. Neon was being relegated to the role of a hidden light 
source. Seventy-five percent of neon production is still for this use. 

During the last twelve years there has been a steadily growing use of 
neon by sculptors and graphic designers, who have led the way in new 
experimentation. Some electric-sign companies are now slowly becoming 
aware of this new interest, and a greater percentage of their work is again 
neon. An improvement in design quality is one of the important reasons for 
this rebirth. 

Even though clear tubing is still easily available, tmted glass becomes 
harder and harder to find. Where once there were thirty colors to choose 
from in fashioning neon, today there are scarcely fifteen. Ruby red, midnight 
blue, noviol gold, uranium green, and airplane green have entirely disap
peared from American production. Where once twenty companies were 
making transformers, today there are only two. But the most significant 
shrinkage in resources has been in terms of skilled workers. The average 
glass bender today is over fifty years of age, and few young people are 
taking up the craft. In New York City where once there were four hundred 
people bending glass in both large and one-man shops, there are now about 
a dozen. Even in Las Vegas there are only two companies left that make 
tubing, and less than five percent of their total sales are in neon. Repairing 
existing displays is their principal activity 

Because neon is a handcraft, its continuation and development are en
tirely dependent on trained craftsmen. The electric-sign industry and the 
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